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GoAnywhere™ from HelpSystems is a cross-platform managed
file transfer solution that is designed to help you meet
HIPAA/HITECH compliance standards while saving you time
and money. It can also eliminate the custom programming

names transmitted; and
• Works in conjunction with
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within the organization.

With a browser-based interface and
multi-platform support, GoAnywhere
helps organizations comply with HIPAA
and HITECH regulations in a secure,
user-friendly way.
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GoAnywhere is a Strong Weapon in the Fight
for HIPAA Compliance
HelpSystems' GoAnywhere MFT solution helps organizations
meet the requirements of HIPAA and HITECH by implementing
a managed, centralized and auditable solution
With enterprise-level benefits for healthcare, GoAnywhere
• Centralizes file transfer processes within
the organization;
• Automates workflows with configurable
step-by-step wizards;

www.goanywhere.com

• Providing Open PGP encryption of files with key
management, and
• Enabling protection beyond the organization’s
firewall using an enhanced reverse proxy in
the DMZ.
GoAnywhere protects against data breaches for both internal
and external transmissions. With GoAnywhere’s rigorous
access control and automated transfer processes — complete
with encryption — this solution provides the comprehensive
management control that HIPAA and HITECH regulations require.
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Simplified, Secure and Automated Managed File Transfer Solutions

GoAnywhere Helps You Meet HIPAA/HITECH Data Transfer Security Requirements
The table below shows how the GoAnywhere™ Managed File Transfer solution helps organizations satisfy the compliance requirements for
the HIPAA/HITECH standards. Certain aspects of the standards are considered “addressable,” which means the organization is given some

Addressable Standards

Required Standards

flexibility on how to best implement those requirements.
HIPAA Regulation

Corresponding GoAnywhere Feature

Access Control
§164.312 (a)(1)
Prevent unauthorized access from users or software that do
not have permissions.

Users and passwords can be authenticated using a variety of
techniques including database authentication, LDAP and Active
Directory (AD). Accounts can additionally be authenticated using X.509
certificates and SSH keys. Role-based security allows administrative
users to access only authorized features. Folders and files can be
authorized to user groups or individual users.

Unique User Identification
§164.312 (a)(2)(i)
Ensure each user can be singularly tracked.

Each GoAnywhere user must have a unique user ID and password
to log into GoAnywhere. All activity for the user is audited in the
GoAnywhere central database, including all file transfer activity.
This audit information can be reported within GoAnywhere and can
additionally be sent to a central SYSLOG server.

Integrity		
§164.312 (c)(1)
Prevent unauthorized access from users or software that do
not have permission to view or access.

Folders and files can be restricted from edit/delete access by user and
group. This data can be made available for read-only access or can be
completely restricted. Encrypted transmissions use hashing algorithms
to confirm the integrity of data packets.

Person or Entity Authentication
§164.312 (d)
Provide electronic verification that ensures that the
claimed identity of a user is accurate.

Users can be authenticated using a variety of protocols including
database, LDAP, AD, SSH keys and certificates.

Transmission Security
§164.312 (e)(1)
Establish electronic security protocols to insulate data in
motion from unauthorized access as its transferred across
electronic networks.

Files and transmissions are securely transferred using SFTP, FTPS
and HTTPS protocols, as well as encryption standards of AES and
Open PGP.

Automatic Logoff
§164.312 (a)(2)(iii)
Disconnect or terminate electronic sessions based on
predetermined rules.

The session timeout can be configured by the administrator so users
are automatically logged out after a specific length of inactivity.

Encryption & Decryption
§164.312 (a)(2)(iv)
Apply procedures to encrypt and decrypt data such as ePHI
(electronic patient health information).

Data can be exchanged securely using SFTP (SSH), SCP, FTPS
(SSL/TLS) and HTTPS protocols. The files can be individually encrypted
using the Open PGP and AES encryption standards.

Authentic ePHI
§164.312 (c)(2)
Demonstrate via electronic records that data has not been
altered, compromised, or deleted without authorization.

Audit trails will document when unauthorized attempts are made to
alter or delete documents through GoAnywhere.

Integrity Controls
§164.312 (e)(2)(i)
Prevent unauthorized access from users or software that do
not have permission to view or access.

Files and folders can be restricted by individual users and
group profiles.

Encryption
§164.312 (e)(2)(ii)
Apply encryption to ePHI whenever appropriate
or necessary.

Files are encrypted and decrypted using the Open PGP and
AES encryption standards.
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About HelpSystems
Organizations around the world rely on HelpSystems to make IT
lives easier and keep business running smoothly. Our software
and services monitor and automate processes, encrypt and secure
data, and provide easy access to the information people need.
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